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1Di.ca
1Di.ca is centrally located near Toronto, Ontario, Canada with offices and newly 
upgraded domestic distribution facility. From people in trade shows, to boots on the 
ground in factories, to the creative teams in offices, we ensure all import requirements 
and safety standards are met in a timely manner.

1Di services National and Regional chains to independent Specialty, 1Di focuses on 
customized programs for all client types. We rely on our expert sales team to build 
lasting relationships with our retailers. Including but not limited to the smallest gift shop, 
museums, hardware, pharmacies and other Direct-to-Store opportunities by facilitating 
nation-wide low shipping minimums.

1Di collaborates closely with each Brand from a grassroots approach to maximize 
Consumer engagement. 1Di offers the broadest SKU count with repetitive turns across 
largest independent store count. 1Di knows each company is unique. We tailor to you, 
and your one-of-a-kind challenges.

Your success is our success.

Best Regards,
The 1Di Team
sales@1Di.ca
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CHILDREN PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
12 x 9 in. • 31 x 23 cm

Packaging Dimensions (Set-up Box):
9 x 6 x 2 in. • 23 x 15 x 5 cm

Llama Drama Selfie
10647 - Set-Up Box - 48pc

Dinosaur Selfie
10776 - Set-Up Box - 100pc

Tyrannosaurus Rex
10568 - Set-Up Box - 100pc

Dog Selfie
10539 - Set-Up Box - 48pc

H. Robinson - Shark Reef
10672 - Set-up Box - 100pc

Earth & Moon
10708 - Set-Up Box - 100pc

Rover on Mars
10659 - Set-Up Box - 100pc

H. Robinson - Shark Selfie
10668 - Set-Up Box 100pc

Velociraptor
10682 - Set-Up Box - 100pc
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KIDS PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
18 x 12 in. • 46 x 31 cm

Packaging Dimensions (zipper box):
7.75 x 7.75 x 2 in. • 19.7 x 19.7 x 5cm

Bush Babies Selfie
10958 - 150pc

Dinosaur Selfie
20900 - 150pc

Rocket
20851 - 150pc

Torosaurus
20847 - 150pc

Hammerhead Shark
20888 - 150pc

Great White Shark
20887 - 150pc
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ADULT PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
24 x 18 in. • 61 x 46 cm

Packaging Dimensions (Set-up Box):
12 x 8 x 2 in. • 31 x 20.3 x 5 cm

Tiger
10472 - 500pc

Santorini, Greece
10443 - 500pc

Satellite in Space
10418 - 500pc

Spaceship
20041 - 500pc

Howard Robinson -
Great White Shark
10324 - 500pc

Great White Shark
20028 - 500pc

Dragon Clan
10328 - 500pc

Eiffel Tower, Paris
10080 - 500pc
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ADULT PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
24 x 18 in. • 61 x 46 cm

Packaging Dimensions (Set-up Box):
12 x 8 x 2 in. • 31 x 20.3 x 5 cm

Pet Selfie
10062 - 500pc

Zoo Selfie
10063 - 500pc

Chicken
20013 - 500pc

Ricochet
20021 - 500pc

Messy Bedroom Kittens
10459 - 500pc
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ADULT PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
24 x 18 in. • 61 x 46 cm each.

Packaging Dimensions (Set-up Box):
10 x 8.5 x 2 in. • 25.4 x 21.6 x 5 cm

The Hogwarts Express
32506 - 500pc

Bat Signal
32518 - 500pc

Superman Strength
32523 - 500pc

Avengers
32549 - 500pc

Avengers - The Hulk
32672 - 500pc

The Mandalorian
32631 - 500pc

Star Wars Classic
32635 - 500pc
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ADULT PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
24 x 18 in. • 61 x 46 cm each.

Packaging Dimensions (Set-up Box):
10 x 8.5 x 2 in. • 25.4 x 21.6 x 5 cm

Spidey & his Amazing Friends
32668 - 200pc

Spider-Man
32647 - 500pc

Disney Princess
32567 - 200pc

Frozen
32648 - 200pc
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KIDS PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
12 x 18 in. • 31 x 46 cm

Packaging Dimensions (Zipper Box):
9 x 7 x 2 in. • 22.9 x 17.8 x 5 cm

Harry Potter
33006 - 300pc

Batman vs. Joker
33002 - 300pc

Superman Strength
33005 - 300pc

Frozen
33030 - 200pc

Princess
33039 - 200pc
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KIDS PUZZLES Puzzle Dimensions:
12 x 18 in. • 31 x 46 cm

Packaging Dimensions (Zipper Box):
9 x 7 x 2 in. • 22.9 x 17.8 x 5 cm

Marvel Comics Iron Man
33171 - 300pc

Marvel Comics The Hulk
33173 - 300pc

Marvel Comics Thor
33179 - 300pc

Marvel Comics Black Panther
33182 - 300pc

Marvel Comics Spider-Man
33193 - 300pc

Marvel Comics Avengers
33167 - 300pc

Avengers
33032 - 200pc

The Mandalorian
33061 - 200pc 24



PUZZLES IN A BOOK TIN Puzzle Dimensions:
12 x 18 in. • 31 x 46 cm
Packaging Dimensions:

7.4 x 9.5 x 2 in. • 18.8 x 24 x 5 cm
Shrink Wrap w/ Front Corner and Full Back Sticker

Batman
35619 - 300pc

Nightmare Before Christmas
35558 - 300pc

Buckbeak
35624 - 300pc

Superman
35622 - 300pc
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PUZZLES IN A BOOK TIN Puzzle Dimensions:
12 x 18 in. • 31 x 46 cm
Packaging Dimensions:

7.4 x 9.5 x 2 in. • 18.8 x 24 x 5 cm
Shrink Wrap w/ Front Corner and Full Back Sticker

Avengers
35562 - 300pc

Spider-Man
35561 - 300pc

Frozen
35559 - 300pc

Mickey Mouse
35560 - 300pc

Star Wars Classic
35564 - 300pc

The Mandalorian
35565 - 300pc
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PUZZLES IN A SHAPE TIN Puzzle Dimensions:
12 x 18 in. • 31 x 46 cm
Packaging Dimensions:

9.8 x 9.8 x 2 in. • 25 x 25 x 5 cm
Shrink Wrap w/ Front Corner and Full Back Sticker

Batman
35590 - 300pc

The Mandalorian
35580 - 300pc

Star Wars
35577 - 300pc

Avengers - The Hulk
35583 - 300pc

Avengers - Captain America
35584 - 300pc

Spider-Man
35586 - 300pc

Avengers - Ironman
35585 - 300pc
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7065 Family Feud® Survey Says!

One of the most popular game shows of all time, Family Feud is back with a 
Survey Says edition. Complete with hundreds of Survey questions, and a Fast 
Money Bonus Round, competing with family and friends has never been so 
much fun.  
Ages 8+

6838 Family Feud Jumbo Card Game

Does your family have what it takes to win Family Feud? Survey says... YES!
Ages 8+

AMERICA’S FAVOURITE GAMESHOW



7069 Family Feud Kids vs 
Adults

Let the family battle it out with this 
special Kids vs Adults edition of 

Family Feud! Will the kids have what it 
takes to beat the grown-ups? It's a 

battle of the ages in this easy-to-play, 
yet challenging game for the whole 

family! Survey says... YES!
Ages 8+

FAMILY FEUD
Gamestar + App & Play

Your favourite games are now even more interactive! 
Look out for the Gamestar + App & Play logo or this 

image of a phone for games featuring that extra 
buzzer, wheel or effect and take game night to the next 

level!

6512 Family Feud 
Bachelorette Edition

Do your bachelorette party guests 
have what it takes to compete in one 

of the most popular game shows of all 
time? The Family Feud Bachelorette 
Party Edition features hilarious, adult-
themed questions too hot for TV but 

not for a gathering with the 
ladies! Ages 17+

6509 Family Feud Baby 
Shower Edition

How much do you know about 
children and parenthood? Put it to 

the test with Family Feud 
Baby Shower Edition! Featuring all 
baby shower related trivia, this will 
make that special event as fun and 
memorable as possible! Ages 12+

7166 Family Feud Foodie
“We asked 100 Foodies…” Are you a

Foodie Family? Put your food 
knowledge to the test with Family Feud 

Foodie Edition! Ages: 8+

7068 Family Feud Late 
Late Night Edition

Survey Says that you’re in for some 
naughty laughs as you and your 

friends outguess, out-think, and out-
wrong one another in this edgy edition 

of Family Feud. Ages 17+

7164 Family Feud Movies
Your time has come to use your movie 

knowledge for good in Family Feud 
Movies Edition.Your team will need to

work together to win this one, unless the
Grandparents in your family keep up with
the latest trends, or the kids know about

Grease!
Ages: 8+ 29



7177 Wheel of Fortune Foodie
Who amongst your family and friends 

is the biggest Foodie? Let’s find out with
Wheel of Fortune Foodie Edition!

Solve puzzles ranging from ingredients 
and recipes to strange foods from 

around the world!
Ages: 8+

7176 Wheel of Fortune Music
They say that music is a universal language, 

but how much do you and your family
or friends really know?

Put your K-pop, Classic Rock, Hip Hop
and other genre knowledge to the test with 

Wheel of Fortune Music Edition!
You’ll want a diverse team for this one.

Ages: 8+

6825 Wheel of Fortune
Bring America’s game home and play with 
friends and family. Ranking as the longest-
running syndicated game show in the US, the 
“top-rated syndicated series” of all-time, and 
ranked as TV Guide’s #2 greatest
game show ever, Wheel of Fortune 
provides fun for all ages!

This game includes 
150 double-sided 
puzzle cards and a 
wheel spinner, or
for extra fun, download 
Gamestar App & Play 
with sound effects 
straight from the show! 
Spin the wheel, solve
a puzzle, and win!
Ages: 8+

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
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7170 Jeopardy! Movie Edition!
How far can you go when the questions are all 

about movies from across the decades?
Put your friends and family to the test with 

questions ranging from the latest block-buster 
hits to timeless classics!

Ages: 8+

7172 Jeopardy! Foodie Edition!
Question: A bread-roll cut in half is usually the 

focal point of this popular American Dish.
Answer: What is a Hamburger?

Are you a food and drink expert? Show it off 
with Jeopardy! Foodie Edition.

Ages: 8+

JEOPARDY!

6824 Jeopardy!
Question:
What is America’s Favorite Quiz Show filled 
with 195 fun clue and response cards?
Answer:
What is Jeopardy, the Fast-Moving 
Game of Questions and Answers by
Imagination.

Complete with questions
from the Jeopardy,
Double Jeopardy and Final
Jeopardy rounds, get ready 
for an outrageous time
playing the Fast Moving Game
of Answers
and Questions!
Ages: 12+
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6823 Supermarket Sweep
It’s non-stop, shop ‘til you drop fun, with the all-
new Supermarket Sweep game, based on
America’s hit game show.
Originally debuting in 1965 and with recent 
episodes hosted by Leslie Jones, you can now
play at home as a contestant or take charge as
the host!

Download the Gamestar App to scan your items
using the FREE Supermarket Sweep Buzzer,
Timers and Checkout Scanner.
Ages: 12+

6516 Press Your Luck w/ Plush
Now you can play Press Your Luck, the classic TV show,
now in its fourth prime-time season at home with your entire family.

This game is full of trivia, tactics, choices, and chances! Answer 
questions to earn prizes and spins and try to avoid going bankrupt 
with those nasty Whammies!

And speaking of those red cartoon creatures with high-pitched, raspy 
voices, this edition includes a fantastic, collectible Plush Whammy!
With the Gamestar App, it will feel just like the game show as 
you watch those adorable yet mischievous
animations as the Whammy takes the 
loot in funny and quirky ways.
Ages: 8+

GAMESHOW GAMES

INCLUDES CUTE LITTLE CARTS
TO HOLD YOUR ITEMS IN!
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7191 Rainbow High Let’s Party Gamestar+
Be the first to successfully collect all 8 colored wristbands
#CollectTheRainbow!

Roll the giant Rainbow High die to move forwards or backwards
around the life-size board squares. Land on a color then select 
the corresponding color tile on-screen to watch your favourite
Rainbow High students issue challenges.

Complete each challenge to collect your rainbow bands and
make it to the finish line to win the coveted Rainbow High
G.L.A.M. prize! With a huge variety of games and challenges,
no two games are ever the same!
Ages: 7+

7088 Scene it? Gamestar+
Get ready to put your movie knowledge to the ultimate test with
Movie Scene It?® From classic films to the latest blockbusters, 
indulge your binge streaming expertise to win the game.

And it’s not just for movie buffs, Movie Scene It?® is more than 
movie trivia. Use memory, observation and puzzle solving as
well.

If you think you’re a ‘reel’ movie fan, put your knowledge to the
test with Movie Scene It?® Ages: 13+

7087 Family Feud Gamestar+
Stream Steve Harvey right to your TV to ask your friends and
family over 300 survey questions and reveal the answers just 

like the real show. All you need is 2 or more people, an internet 
connection, and this game! 

Discover why Family Feud is one of the most popular game shows of all 
time. Does your family have what it takes to win? Survey says… YES!

Ages: 8+

TV HOSTED GAME NIGHT POWERED BY…
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08400 Farkel 
Deluxe Rolling Tray
Your friends and family can now 

enjoy playing Farkel with the 
high-quality dice rolling tray.

The Farkel Game Set features 
two sets of extra-large dice and a

durable felt-covered deluxe dice tray 
with Farkel scoring combinations 

printed right on it!
Ages: 8+

08300 Farkel Party
Farkel has gotten bigger and better 
with Farkel Party! The high-quality 

tin package contains 6 sets of 
colored dice and cups to choose 

from, so each player can play with 
their own dice! Featuring full sized 
scoring sheets and easy to learn 

instructions, this is the best Farkel 
option for a Farkel Party!

Ages: 8+

6801 Farkel Dice Tube
Take the top-selling Farkel dice 

game anywhere with this convenient 
tube packaging, which stores

all components (the dice, rules 
and score sheets) Perfect for 

on-the-go Farkel fun!
Ages: 8+

LGIA2856 Ruckus Card Game
The Ruckus Original Edition includes

72 Ruckus playing cards, a card tray, and easy 
to follow rules so that the whole family

can learn how to play!
Ages: 6+

6842 Ruckus Jumbo Card Game
Take Ruckus on the go, in this easily portable edition 
of the award-winning game. The peggable version of 

Ruckus provides all of the same fun and laughs
as the Ruckus Original Edition.

Ages: 6+

The game of Takes and Double-Takes!
Collecting card sets is easy and is the aim of the game... it’s holding on to them that’s the hard part!

Ruckus is the award-winning, fun, fast-paced family game recommended for ages 6+ and for 2 or more players.

FARKEL

RUCKUS
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7127 L.O.L. Surprise! Peek-A-Boo Runway
Draw a card and use the magic peek-a-boo card to 
reveal the secret number before spinning the runway
board to reveal your doll!

Also features a free L.O.L. Surprise! accessory and exclusive round 
Ruckus card game! Also make sure to download the free digital 
party game for a complete L.O.L. Surprise! party night!
Ages: 5+

LICENSED KIDS

7193 Disney Game Night
Make your next game night 
unforgettable with this amazing
10-pack of games featuring all
your favorite Disney characters!

From Toy Story Trivia to Ruckus
and Dominoes featuring your 
favorite Princesses, Mickey 
characters, Cars and more! 
Disney Game Night is 
guaranteed to keep things fresh 
and running all night!

Contains 5 Physical games and 5 
digital games.
Ages: 6+
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7136 Little Tikes Charades
Draw a charades card and act out what’s on the card. Are you fishing? Are you 

blowing bubbles? Are you a plane? If other players can guess correctly, you
move ahead on the board. It’s a race to see who is the best pretender!

Ages: 3+

7137 Little Tikes Kids Treasure Hunt
Kids Treasure Hunt is a fun and engaging family game which will get your little
ones up and moving! Parents hide treasure tokens around the house & provide 
clue cards featuring common objects and words. Kids seek out the treasure 
tokens and collect the most to win!
Ages: 3+

GAMESHOW TO GO The Hottest Game Shows and made them travel-friendly! 
Play America’s hottest games in the Game Box, or for 
even more portable play grab a Jumbo Card Game!

7105
Jeopardy!
Game Box

7081
Wheel of 

Fortune Game
Box

7080
Press Your 
Luck Game 

Box

7079 
Deal or No 
Deal Game 

Box

7082
Family Feud 
Game Box

7083 
Family Feud 
Kids Game 

Box

6836
Deal or No Deal 

Jumbo Card Game

6838
Family Feud 

Jumbo Card Game

6840
Jeopardy! Jumbo 

Card Game

6841 
Press Your Luck 

Jumbo Card Game

6843
Wheel of Fortune 

Jumbo Card Game
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6668 Quarantine Crew
We have learned that some party games can be enjoyed with friends and family, 

whether they are near or far. While (thankfully) we may no longer be isolated from 
each other, the I Love My Quarantine Crew party game asks tons of hilariously 

prying, who-is-the-most-likely-to style questions – whether in-person, or long-
distance over video!

Laugh your way through hundreds of quirky, hilarious scenarios and find out what 
members of your crazy crew really think. Get ready to tease your

friends-turned-frenemies when it’s their turn to take it!
Ages: 17+

PARTY GAMES

7205 Tipsy Land
It's time to gather the gals! Tipsy Land will be your new 
favourite game. It's simple, roll the dice, and move around 
the board. 

Tipsy Land will quickly become your go-to game for every 
party and the only one you need. Packed with unique 
spaces made for calling out your friends, stupid dares, 
confessions, mini competitions, and most importantly... 
DRINKS!!!
Ages: 18+
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good games for good times



PARTY GAMES

TGG3001 Chunky Monkey Business™
The fast-paced, fill-in-the-blank party game where players match wits to figure 
out the Monkey in the Middle riddle.
Think you know it? Grab the Chunky Monkey and shout out your guess!
There’s only one right answer…but many hilarious wrong ones!
So get ready to go wild and get funky with the Chunky Monkey at your next 
game night! Ages 10+

TGG3003 The EPIC 
BEARD Game™

A classic card game with a shot of 
bald-faced bluffing and a twist of 
hirsute humor! The object is to 

empty your hand of all cards using 
deceptive ploys and tactics.

So go all-in for the win with your 
most epic strategy while avoiding 

“Beardless Harry”Ages 8+

TGG3013 Bulldonkey™
The shake it or fake it dice game!

Get ready to shake up a mixture of truth 
and lies! Each turn, a player will shake the 
martini-dice shaker and call out a number. 
This number can be the true value of the 
dice rolled, or you can attempt to go for 
more points by stretching the truth. How 
bold will you be? The higher the number 
the lower its probability, but the more it’s 

worth! Ages 10+

TGG3009 Fuzzy Logic™
Two teams take on pairs of mystery 
words, going head-to-head to see 
which team can correctly guess its 

word first.
Here’s the twist: Each pair of words is 
in some way related, so really good 
clues are ones that help your team 

while at the same time hindering your 
opponents. Ages 10+
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PARTY GAMES

TGG3004 Idiom Addict™
The party game that challenges 
players to decipher idioms and 

common phrases. Correct answers 
will certainly always be “on the outer 
edge of your mouth muscle” (tip of 
your tongue), but in this uproarious 

game it’s how fast you answer which 
determines who is the “uppermost 

canine”! (top dog) Ages 10+

TGG3017 Space Chase™
The intergalactic game of tag! Your 
mission is to journey through outer 

space in your rocket ship
trying to catch your opponents before 

they catch you! Be aware of black 
holes, they could lead to your undoing
… or they may be your flight path to 

victory! Ages 6+

TGG3003 The EPIC 
BEARD Game™

A classic card game with a shot of 
bald-faced bluffing and a twist of 

hirsute humor! The object is to empty 
your hand of all cards using deceptive 

ploys and tactics.
So go all-in for the win with your most 

epic strategy while avoiding 
“Beardless Harry”!

Ages 8+

TGG3008 Second Thoughts™
A hilarious high-speed attempt to stump the other team.
Both teams create of list of five things using the letters 
revealed from the colored dice…
Be witty and wise but don’t take too long because time is 
not on your side!
Ages 8+

TGG3014 The Color Scheme™
A game of memory, maneuvers and manipulations.
In this 2-player game each contestant attempts to be the 
first to decipher a color code that was created by their 
opponent. A sharp focus is essential for each successful 
move. Don’t be distracted by the shifting of cubes. 
Ages 8+
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TGG3015 Cow Pie Catapults™
The poo flippin’, cow tippin’ battle of the barnyard!

Arrange your cows on your side of the barnyard, load up the 
catapults, and let the fun begin!

On 3-2-1 poo is launched through the air and lands with 
splendid splats. First player to knock over all the opponent’s 

cows is the winner!
Ages 6+



NOT IT! COLLECTION 

TGG3019 Not It! 
The Camping 

Chaos™

TGG3011 Not It! The 
Crazy Christmas 

Edition™

TGG3010 Not It! 
Cryptid Hunters 

Edition™

TGG3007 Not It! 
Castle Land™

TGG3012 Not It! (v.1.0)™
Join the fun in a magical land as Knights, Princesses, 
Unicorns, Wizards Dragons and Ogres play together in the 
castle yard.
When the King rolls the 3 dice out of the castle door you 
must find a card in your hand that does not match…the 
more cards you find in one game the more likely you are to 
WIN!

Spot the card that does NOT match!
Do it fast . . . Do NOT be last!
Ages 8+

TGG3000 Not It! CDU Displayer

A counter display with monitor FREE with purchase of any 
combination of 48 units (only fits 12 units per CDU).  42





FAMILY GAMES

STR29416 Betcha Switchup STR29415 Drual

STR29417 Swipe Swap Swindle
With fast-dealing, free-wheeling, stealing and 
concealing, paired with many lead-changes 
and come-from behind victories, Swipe Swap 
Swindle is a blast! Ages: 8+

The thrilling, exhilarating game of ever-changing wild cards
Risk your wager wafers to build your five-card hand as wild 

cards radically change gameplay and affect players' fortunes 
for better or worse. The six wild cards in the deck also make 
the number on the next card that is dealt also wild, for all four 

of the cards with that number, causing Betcha Switchups
throughout every hand! Ages: 8+

The swift-swapping, flip-flopping, wild-wagering card game
You're dealt seven cards to build your best five-card hand. 

You might have a perfect hand... but now you gotta pass three 
cards to your right. You adjust your strategy and exchange 

two cards with the player across the table. "UP" for the 
highest-ranking hand, or "DOWN" for the lowest-ranking hand, 
so you ALWAYS have a chance to change your strategy and 

trick your opponents to win right up to the end! Ages: 8+
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The Rank Game

The Expansions

STR29401
Risky 

Business

STR29402
Sports & 
Outdoors

STR29415
MORE 

Adulting

STR29404
MORE 

Everyday Life

STR29405
MORE Leisure 

Time

STR29406
Culture 
Vulture

STR29407
Make My Own

STR29411
Relationship 

Goals

STR29410
Guys Night

STR29409
Girls Night

STR29408
The Faith

TGG3012 The Rank Game
The super-fun party game about YOU, your life 

and your people. Rank your favorite things on the 
150+ topic cards and opponents must guess your 
order to win points. Get to know each other better! 
CONTAINS everything you need to play...just add 

people! Ages: 8+
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CARD DECKS

STR294125 Glow Deck: Fluorescent
The four bright colored suits are way more easy to 
differentiate from one another than boring old black and red 
suits, and the clear numbers on the card edges are easy to 
read, so you can focus on strategy and gameplay.

Glow Deck glows in the dark under fluorescent light (black 
light), but they're also super bright in daylight and dim light, 
and they have super-cool, custom designed suits and 
layouts.

Ages: 8+

STR29424
Easy-To-See 

STR29421
Dure-Deck Waterproof

STR29422
sisu DEK

STR29423
døgn DEK (dogn)

STR29420
lagom DEK

STR29419
lykke DEK
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1Di.ca
81 Northern Heights Drive

Unit 21A
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4C9

Phone: 416 278 0878

sales@1Di.ca
www.1Di.ca

Scan for Digital Catalog
1di.ca/pages/catalogs
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